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S A L E R N O

By FRANK GILLARD Representing the Combined British Press

Salerno Gulf,

September 14 (delayed)

NOe change in our dispositions are reportable in this sector. we

are still holding on and Building up while the enemy does his utmost

to expel us from our Bridgehead. Possibly there will Be sharp sudden

at tanks.

His Battle groups attempt to create an impression of greater

strength than actually exists, But certainly German opposition is

fierce and determined. Enemy artillery fire is increasing. The situ-

ation was confused for sonic time and fighting severe. But ultimately
the British troops succeeded in gaining the upper hand.

The enemy has counter-attacked ceaselessly mainly with small

Battle groups which have aimed at infiltrating Behind our lines causing

damage and confusion. Their success has Been limited. He has employed

agents to spread panic and rumours among our troops. His own propaganda
has done its utmost to dishearten our men. Late last night I sat in a

signals truck and heard the German communique for the day. It was

fantastically untrue. We had Been so weakened that we could never put
in another attack it said. This was just wishful thinking. The next

statement was that shaping had arrived to take us off. This was a

downright lie. Finally the Germans claimed that they had driven a wedge
Between the British and .American troops, cutting all communications.

This just made us laugh for all day we had Been rushing to and fro

Between the two forces quite openly and without restriction while a

signal officer sitting; Beside me had actually spent the day laying a

telephone line Between the two of us. The fact is that though the men

here are hard pressed they are in excellent spirits and have every hope
of driving the enemy Back decisively when our strength has Been Built up

and the moment is ripe. In the car we are supreme despite all the dis-

advantages and the Naval support is terrific, we are in good heart.
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